
 

The benefits of Heat Pump in floor heating 

More efficiency 

Heating your entire home throughout to a comfortable even temperature from the floor 

upwards is far more effective and more economical system compared to multi zone blown 

air systems which have to push heat down against heats natural desire for upward flow. 

Using the thermal mass of the concrete floor ensures the heat is also more stable and more 

effective as well as superefficient. Unsurprisingly Air to Air multi room systems are almost 

unheard of in the highly regulated energy conscious European market 

More comfort 

With a floor system every room can be fully controlled for both time and temperature. You 

will experience just the level of comfort you desire, room by room. You won’t even need to 

set the desired room temperature as high, Yes It’s a fact, if your feet are sensing warmth the 

body feels more comfort at a lower ambient temperature ! 

Cleaner  

Unlike forced air systems such Air to Air multi room systems there are no fans. heat pump 

Manufacturers often make much of the hypo allergenic filters fitted to their systems when 

in fact they are only there to remove dust that has been created by the system fan in the 

first place, and in any case the filler which requires regular maintenance only catches that 

proportion of dust it sucks into the inlet leaving the remainder swirling around in the room.  

Healthier 

An in floor heating system uses natural convection making it ideal for those who suffer from 

respiratory problems such as Asthma. And It is not just great for you and your family who 

benefit. Your home will too. 

A true investment 

Under floor heating is considered by many to be the ultimate comfort system. It comes at a 

comparable cost and has been shown add to the capitol value of a home, thus your initial 

investment is in part at least covered by the value your heating system has added. It is also 

one of few features recognised as likely to lead to a quicker house sale.   

Relax and enjoy 

Your family will have the freedom to use every part of your home in comfort, every day of 

the year.  Your whole home will be welcoming and your family content.    


